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eventually

eat;

tease

than you know. Once they grab something, you're

business.

So we've had some really

inducing shakes to eat.

big snakes.

picture

And Chuck Shore was great at

But Dr. Harry was a showman, and he loved to do this.

SAC: I understand it was quite a tourist
CRS: Well, the story,

in

attraction

you've got the story

right

in the '30's.
in here.

Did you see the

[refer r ing to It Began With a Roar?]

SAC: I wanted to ask you also,

what was the relationship

of tliIe Zoo and the

City of San Diego in the 1930's.

Were there any problems in that

CRS: Well, you'll

in here and Johnson the Assessor who wanted

read the story

the Zoo to pay 100,000 which, of course,
was all

for in back [sic]

the City government.
go to see either
for you?"
later

cooperat ion from

years when I was here, when I'd

the Mayor, the City Manager, they'd

always ask ''What can we do
years.

In the

both Council and people in City Hall - - you know, 'What are you

Suspicious,

TomFletcher

And the Council

He got the greatest

And even in the later

but not in the old days.

Manager, we were building

TomFletcher

Ann Hall,

group to lunch.

my secretary,

And they'd

WhenWalter Hahn was in as City

this park; he went out of his way to help us.
I used, if this

before him, just....

a luncheon club.
office,

of Dr. Wegeforth.

have.

Not 'What do you want now?" which occured in later

years,

up to?"

they didn't

relationship?

was inaudible

and three secretaries
and myself.

we had

in the City Manager's

And we'd alternate

take us to see a sanitary

And

plant

taking the

or the water works

or something, and I'd take them up here or sorrepIace and feed them.

I renember

one, Ed Kroitz , you know the name at all?

Ed Kroitz was Research Director

the Hopkins Laboratory of General Atomic.

And he was the guy who was working on

the zinc battery,

and on the reverse

osmosis for fresh water,

anong other things.

And then Kroitz was taken back to Washington by NSFas the Scientific
and that was a presidential

appoiritmerrt,

And then,

for

I got a letter

Director,

from him,
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and a letter
Director.

from the Bishop Museumin Honolulu; they were looking for a new
And Ed wanted the director

South Pacific

people,

and he wrote a dictionary

and in the South Pacific
with these people.

of the Bishop Museum. And he loved the

he wrote a dictionary

He's also a great botanist,

for one of the groups.

and he went downthere to visit
and he worked with violas,

so they gave him the job; he's over there as the Director
and he loves it.
see Ed Kroitz,

I'm telling

the atomic reactors

Wesat there and listed
I couldn't

couldn't
this
Park.

reactor,

of the Bishop Museum,

story because I took this

club in to

thing,

instruments

for around the world.

and he described this

in every detail

and understood the whole thing until

Vfuat I'm telling

so s.imple. Ed Kraitz is really

And

to us.

I got outside the

understand how I could understand so well in there,

repeat it.

too,

do you know the name? Well, General Atomic

as research

Ed was in chargerof this

door.

and

and he told us ... well he was part of the Manhatrtanproject

so he explained the trigger
built

you this

Anyway,

you is he's a great teacher,

and I

and he made

the guy who put the museumtogether

in the

And they'd have lunch over at the Zoo, and he'd bring in a group of

scientists

and they laid the whole thing out the way they wanted, including

the projector

and the tilt

with the Zoo.
with City Hall.

f'l.ootl and the whole thing.

So he was very friendly

I told you the story on the club to show you how close we were
I could call

down there to any of those secretaries

If I wanted something through the back door, you got it.
in to see the Mayor, you got it.

any time.

If you wanted to get

And then we used Rotary for the same purpose.

At Rotary you'd go around, nove from tabJLe to table

and get your business

done.

They had a great guy by the name of Krone, a very good man, as the Director
the Minnesota State Zoo in Apple Valley between St. Paul and Minneapolis,
they fired

him.

And we've been discussing

they said,

one of the reasons was he didn't

and he wasn't a joiner.

it at diner the other night,

of

and

and

commmi.catewith people in the city,

You've got to get in servi.ce clubs,

you've got to be

-_.

__
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active;

that's

the way you meet people in business,

got to know what you're

doing, and you need their

in government, and they've
help.

So you do it all

time.

Weused to put on shows for the Rotary Chili, especially

called

on at one time, they had the club down here put on the program for

Beach, so I was in charge of the program.
and the animals,

and we had a ball

the

when they were

So I brought some of our girls

-- we had everybody on the floor

Long
up

[laughture].

It can be a lot of fun.
SAC: I wanted to ask you of your recollections
quali ties,

personality.

CRS: A real

of Dr. Wegeforth, his personal

What stands out?

loveable professor.

Have you had loveable professors?

SAC: A few.
CRS: Then, you had a lot that weren't.
with,

and I used to make the Hancock trips

bring back Sealions and Elephant Seal.
far,

But he was such an easy guy to be

Asuncion Islands,

with him on the Valaro,

Oh many trips,

never on the mainland.

many; but not down very

He was ill,

had a bum ticker,

and I think he made some kind of an arrangement with the insurance
think they, in effect,

paid him off,

and we'd

if they can do that.

company, I

Something.

Mrs. Wegeforth was a problem to him; not a health problem, she just. .. She built
him a hospital,

so he had a hospital

down on "G" Street
born there.

with three physicians

-- "G" and 7th -- it's

working with him

now a men's club.

But I think Mrs. Wegeforth paid for it.

My daughter was

She was the daughter of

Granger; he kind of took care of gold miners in Colorado, and he was the supplier,
and made a fortune.

The Granger building

downtownis Granger family.

had a big home, and had two sons, Milt was on the Board here.
Boat racer.

You know what Star Boats are?

an Olympic event of sorts;

It's

a little

right

Milt was a Star

sailboat.

And it's

and I know he went over to the Keel Canal [?]

in Germany and took his boat over there on the deck of a ship.
a home, it's

And they

next to the Zoo, just

above the freeway; it's

And, they built
a big place.
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And I've had dinner there,

and Dr. Harry showed his slides...

But he was so

determined to make the Zoo the best in the world, as Margie tells

you inaudible,

he knew things would happen in the Zoo, but as far as he's concerned, it was
all built

and finished

Did you ever
now.

know that Crystal Palace in San Diego, there's

on "E" Street,

It's

just

in '4l.

the front

"E" Street

facing "E" Street.

when the hospital

would cover the whole block; not "D" but

And Mrs. Wegeforth owned it.

gave it to Milt Wegeforth.

finally

I think she

Anyway, she had a storage unit upstairs

folded up they had all

and it was up in the closet.

a bank there

these instruments

and all

this

and

stuff

So Dr. Harry took me down there to see it and

Mrs. Wegeforth carne along and he wanted to give it to me for the hospital.

She

wouldn't let him, no.
And then we had Wegeforth Bowl which you've seen.
now.

Incidently,

It's

been added to twice

you should read the plaque; nobody reads the plaque -- beautiful.

And we wanted to improve the bowl, fix it up, and her financial
that tax-wise
she lost

faith

advisor told her

it was to her advantage to give the rmney for that.
in him, no man in his right

She fired

mind can say you can makd money by

gi ving money. Then she went down to tile Grant Hotel, had a little
she was mugged, but, you know, not serious.
Her picture's
read that
you're

in here [referring

interested

capi tal

interested

in turkeys.

commuteeggs to Utah.

Called black-head,

in a horneof some kind now.
You may want to

in.
in diseases

You know, this

- - Ramonawas the turkey center.

and they'd

apartment there;

Lunch, and it will bring things to mind that

Dr. Wegeforth was also interested
especially

And she's

to It Began With a Roar].

thing while we're eating

him;

of animals.

area used to be the turkey

And they raised

And they had a disease,

and a very serious

disease,

But he was also

and carried

turkey eggs up there,
.it ss a protozoan disease

by a little

worm
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called

a Ceca wonn.

him, to see this

So Dr. Harry went up into the back courrtry, I was with

womanand her turkey flock.

So she laid

him, told him what it was, and hoped he could help her.
sorry,

everything

out for

And she said,

I have to leave now, I have to take my husband into a physician

San Diego. [laughtureJ

And he was the best

could take care of the turkeys,

[physician]

and on and on, so much. And so much later
You know about the National

You know,

Institutes

buildings.

And the bill,

And then they had all

you could really

go on

Heart

of Health in Bethesda?

You have to get a bus in there

Tremendous.

there was, but he

working with the first

You ever been there?
EnOllJK)US!
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oh my ..•

And Otto, you've heard the Otto story?

Insti tute.

"I'm

the operating

to get around to all

the

expense is in the millions.

these institutes.

Well the Heart Ins ti tute,

ah, Dr. Eyestone was a friend of mine, and he wanted us to work with small
primates.

Fine.

buy a trailer,

And he could give us some noney go get started,

and then we built

cages on concrete platforms,

a young man ln charge to work with Marmosets.

and we would

and then we put

Pigmy ~Bnnosets, all

And then some monkeys, small ones, Grey Monkeys. And then finally
transferred
a problem;--

from Heart Institute

to Cancer Institute,

it costs you so lIIUchin book keeping to keep everything

and going, you finally

don't want them.

and they said "you must be kidding."
out of it,

and it finally

So finally,

They felt

and we ended up with nothing,

And the people working there were just

the way.
it was
becomes
straight

we told them to leave,

we were getting

so much money

and a headache, a real headache.
awful.

I'm giving to Mary Byrd who's Benirschke's

So I gave a lot of that

[Director

stuff

of Research] secretary

and let her go to Kurt and see what he wants -- he may want to look at some
of it.

Anyway, we did the job,

about their

reproduction,

their

and we did raise
behavior,

Marnosets and learned

diseases,

the whole business.

something
And
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this

company, if I can say so, they have this

joke now - - what's

between love and herpes? - - herpes is here forever
herpes virus in the Mal1l1osets, and killed
with herpes,

herpes pneunoni.a.

appeared on the scene.
SAC: Dr. Schroeder,
brainchild

'em.

[laughture].

So we had

Wehad an elephant

And herpes isn't

There's be any light

something that's

Could you tell

CRS: Really,

several of us at the Zoo, by several

in the '50's,

sort of thing should be done.

where we can take our surpluses
we made a concerted effort

valley

Federal forest

sued the City for water rights
and either

deep well pumps.

them roam around.

location.

Private

because they said their

And the City got a very good price;

Utilities

AI"p ine
Clayburn
,

jill

Departnent lands.

white potatoes,

La Force,

is it."

to do this

a big

water tables

were

extraordinary.

h

"I 0

. charge
was ill

And he was leasing

the place youire looking for."

It was so ideal,

this

this

0f

agricultural

for growing potatoes,

some other crops as well.

and we came up and we looked this.
'This

land, State,

The City built

Anyway, he was a

memberof DowntownRotary, and he called me over to his table,
I've got just

So

of Ramona. The farmers downthrough the

land back to the farmers and back to a few new leasees
sweet potatoes,

we've got to have a place

they wouldn't get any water or they'd have to have

" d
Then th ey ha d a man "Ih0 I 1ve
of all

I mean curators,

So they won the case and the courts ordered the City to buy

the land below the dam.

the leasing

And I felt

land, anything you can get.

Sutherland Dam, northeast

going to fall,

why it was conceived?

and get them out and let

to find the right

your

me about the purpose

in the planning stages,

dam called

new and just

[?] about it.

of the Park, how you saw it

Federal land,

die here

I would like to ask you about what has been called

which is the Wild Animal Park.

decided this

the difference

So I got a little

I'm not sure of the year.
is exactly what we wanted.

and [said]

"Charlie,

team together
And we said
If you try

sort of thing anyplace else you get into trouble with tall- growing
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chaparrel

or trees,

good visibility
didn't

and we didn't

all over.

have an~ of this

stuff

here.

So you had

But Clayburn was paid a fee for the leases,

intend to give us all this

so he

land because he woilldn't get any money from

us and he was going to lease the other land and get paid for it.

So he brought

some City people up to the Zoo downtown,and we drew straight

lines

the highway. "Too bad Clayburn, but weI re gonna take it all,"

so we did, and

the City agreed. to it.
to buy all
thing.

But legally,

that land.

they had to have a general obligation

bonds, the land belongs to you, not to the City.
land until

it was $26,000 a year,

And Clayburn lost his income.

transportation

no way.

to go because of the hills.
to get up topside,

now, we pay the

for the lease,
that's

back of it up above is a pretty

if you add onto it,

And frankly,

there's

no other way

So you'd have to have another form of

it's

a beautiful

big, almost flat

Actually,

area,

you know

canyon, and right
it's

very large,

in

and

we need a lot more land that we'd better
it'll

all

So I think they should try to find it now. Hopefully that it's

contiguous,
after

you're

not going to pay more

get now because in another ten years you won't be able to touch it,
be gone.

to be here.
undeveloped,

and if you I ve taken the trainride

a place called Whiskey Springs,

part of the Park.

own

costing you mrre for every foot you put on there,

to add another mile on that thing,

that's

So right

got the same number of people, and they're

for the train

in fact,

soon -- five years

So, we had a lot of property

But if you extend the train,

loosing income because it's

there's

The City won't,

And then the City will own it.

City so much a year, to start

and you still

the bonds, and you buy the

the bond is paid, whcch will be pretty

I guess or something.

and you can do it ...

bond

The City doesn't have moneyon hand to buy that sort of

So when they got the bonds, and they sell

all this

downto

but if not,

it would be a short haul to get over there.

Anyway,

we cut the land, then we had to have a study done and we had to impress

------------

-

---------------

-------

---------
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own trustees

because they were not happy.

So, we took on Stanford Research

and they carne ill, and like most of those other organizations,
they get they get from staff,
So, they did two studies,

only it reads better

an original

cautiously

So, we really

or don't

One of our trustees,

didn't

do it at all.

the material

when it comes from them.

and then a follow-up.

thing they said is "it will work, it won't be a failure,"
for the Board.

all

And the most important
and that was enough

have ... the consensus was treat
And they were afraid

of utilizing

deceased, Frederic l<unzel, and as an attorney

"Concerning the fees and the use of Zoo income, let's

this

have a test

funds ,
he said

case in court."

And a couple of other guys on the Board were wise enough to say "The hell you
will. "

Nothing doing, thank goodness.

But he pointed out that the ... well,

was a two cent income on every hundred dollars

tax evaluation

City Charter for the maintenance of a zoo in Balboa Park.
any of those funds for that purpose.

So when we started,

written

it

into the

So we couldn I t use

we wanted to put in

a skyride at the Zoo, to get people over to the other end of the Zoo and make
a little

money. So we had a contract

put the thing together
made money faster

with a companyin Switzerland and they

and it cost us twice as much as we had planned.

than we thought it would.

But it

So, when we did that we used most

of the money from the Otto fund, and when the money began to come in from the
rides,

we used about twenty thousand a nonth to pay the early and iricudental

costs of getting

this Wild Animal Park going.

quite this

large initially.

said well,

if we're gonna do it,

more money.

And we didn't

forsee anything

And then some of the Board, including
let's

go do it.

Borthwick,

And to do that they'd need

So the Otto fund was about two million

dollars

and wef d build and

we'd do things with it, and then put the Otto funds to bed for a while.
[end of side 1, tape II]
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TAPE 2,

SIDE I

CRS (cont.):

And then we had to have bond money, so they decided the minimum

we would need would be six million

to get the Park going.

we approved the land, and we approved the concept.

Wegot the land,

Then we got out foot in

the door and we went the banks, Andy Borthwick went to the banks - - would they
loan us the six million?
America, believe
said,

fine,

sure.

So all

it or not, and they would loan us the six million.

we all

do it,

but what's your collateral?

your animals, we don't want the buildings
what would we inherit?
be assured of that.
City?

And they said,

they can't

do it

on 30 days.

to State tax, possessory

the possibility

So either

wipe us out.

that was that little
two thirds,
were failing
obligation

and the interest

Historically,

So we couldn't
And the

in 30 days, and

and all

So we had the six million.

the whole kibbutel.
and big contractor.

about

it was over

But since it's

for the railroad,

a general
So we had

for the Nairobi

Wehad to make a hundred copies to satisfy
Then we had certain

So

all other bond issues

bond, the City has to be in on all the construction.

these plans made for the outer spaces,

the carrying

and it passed,

margin inbetween, and it was not a majority,

over.

bond, and

17%say no, no matter what.

and it was the only thing that was passing,
all

interest

So then we went to a general obligation

So, they put it on the ballot

76%which is mbelieveable.

They'd

of the State taxing us

party could terminate

we told the City we will meet the principal
charges we will pick up.

fine."

but what is your legal arrangement with the

it would, in fact,

was to eliminate

the banks wouldn't touch it.

little

"That's

and the agreement with the City was 30 day cancellation.

30 day cancellation

Village,

that we couldn f t get out anyway, so

you're subject

tax which would be considerable,

Somebanker

They said, we don't want

The income, the gate admissions.

Well, when you lease,

do that,

the banks got together with Bank

specs requiring

every

these pole
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construction,

and preservant

that time with
City said,

- wood. Well they were having troubles

shipment and lumber strikes,

no way, you couldn't

we couldn't

at

so the large contractors

touch it.

Wecouldn't

in the

get it done on time,

get the lumber, we I ve got so manyproblems facing us we wouldn't

know what to do.
cause he didn't

So Lou Poletto

Construction

Company,Escondido, took it

know any of these problems [laughture].

So he finished

two-three

weeks ahead of schedule.

He gave all his employees a membership in the Zoo.

He said when he finished,

'What will

note the shingles

curved?

the shingles

are all

and bending them.

I do now for a challenge?"
So he devised a special

sketches,

try and get together
our construction

not specific

and do this.

superintendent

scheme of steaming

And he did many other things that were unique.

And a lot of the things he did here on a contract,
from Chuck Faust's

And if you

he had to arrive

at cost-wise

working drawings.

And then he had to

Then I would go downwith

Hal [Harold] Barr,

at the Park, and the two of us would go down,

once a week, to meet with Gearhart who is in charge of City construction.
we'd meet in his office

with

to see how we were going.
right-of-way,
for the rails,
bargain.

putting

And that

some other people downthere

included the railroad,

down the concrete pad, putting

drilling

the holes -- it's

first

and the bolts.

six feet wide, eight

cutting

the

down the anchor spots

a long story.

And we got a real

And the companywent broke, that produced the first

to supply the rail
think,

the Controller,

And

cars.

They had

You know, the pad is about eight inches I

inches.

But to tie

in the rails,

every so often,

they'd have a dip in there with concrete about eighteen inches deep.

And then

you have a concrete drill

and makes

a hole,

that goes downin this

thing,

marks centers

and then you put in a bolt and a sleeve into the rail,

have a torque wrench and seal it in.
and they tried

and then they

And the City was sure it wasn't tight

every device to pull the rail

out and they never succeeded, thank
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goodness.

But the job went through.

Wehad Bruce Hazard up here, he has that construction,

to IJRkeit ready, official.
and he said initially,
up in here and we'll
to blast.

It cost a lot more than we anticipated

think nothing of it

-- we'll

just push our way around.

And they they had to build

contain the drop and the fill

Well he couldn't,

retainers

and so on.

bring our biggest

And Walter Hahn, City Manager,
and I can tell

And initially,

studied it,

So Hal Barr had that hand transit

move out front and he'd say"
I got a pair of eye glasses
we brought in the engineers,

you
And

three of us, Hal Barr,

Chuck Faust, and I, laid the line where we wanted it to go.
looked at it,

to

if you don't properly prepare those hills."

we agreed with him, so we did that.

carefully

so they had

on some of the hillsides

said "Look, I'm an old highway man from Northern California
you're going to be in trouble

Cats

And we pretty

spoke to the veterinarians

and decided.

and I had the stakes and the hammer, and I'd
up a little,"

ver a little,

out there someplace.

and we laid the line.

But when we were through and

we weren't more than a few feet apart from what

they laid out -- it was just right
smart, we were just more luckly.

on the nose.
But there's

I don't think we were that

a lot of input by, really,

a lot

of people.
SAC; I wanted to ask you about one of them, Chuck Faust,
architecu_of

the Park.

CRS: Fantastic

man. A real artist.

Erootionally he's

we finally

decided ... we picked an architect,

La Jolla.

And we had a lot of architects

them.

Ethically

within their

Anyway,we picked them.
office.

and his role as the

an artist

too.

And then

Leibhart Weston and sonebody, in

come in, and all you do is interview

business they have certain

cans and cants ,

And then they gave Faust a desk over at the La Jolla

And we paid Faust I s transportation

desk over there and worked with them on all

and his car, and he sat at the
these buildings.

And he did it very
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well.

And I wish the Zoo would use him today as we did.

being done now and he was sort of semi-retired.
Wesent him to Africa and he took pictures
I just

can't

he designed all

in Africa.

didn't

look like his.

I don't know about you,

So then

these buildings.

great input and very able.

It was really

on the Board, and especially

There are a lot of people had

a team effort,

including

Andy Borthwick, the banker.

And Leibhart was very, very cooperative,
area did a great job.

HowardCannon, was up here all
all

I've been over there

He knew how to pick them.

The Park is in no manner a one man job.

he built

But he's very knowledgeable.

compete with Chuck Faust in taking a picture.

too but my pictures

for this

A lot of things are

some people

And of course,

the architect.

Faust.

And the contractor

And then our iliriends at Calahann Brothers,
the time, and he built

the gorilla

grottos,

and

the areas out back, and cut the moats, and brought in the stone,

and put up the learlto inrigger
and painted the wire and...

fences,

and the wire where we had to have it,

Dr. Nelson, the veterinarian,

was on the job deciding

how big the uni ts shoulld be, where the fencing should be, and how they'd be
accormdated, and he had to get in with Dr. Dolan who we appointed curator
all the animals up here,

and they had to decide on capatabilities.

simply couldn't

be contained with other animals, they'd

it all worked.

But the people that

Jersey,

Universal

was doing.
out.

Design, and their

So apparently

So we paid fourty

when they folded,

supplied the train
pricing

officer

werwere paying materials
thousand dollars

a car,

kill

for

Someanimals

each other.

But

were from Cape MayNew

just

didn't

knowwhat he

costs and they left

the profit

and then the next ones:... well ,

it went to Westinghouse Airbrake which is not to be confused

with Westinghouse Electric.

Airbrake took it,

and in those days they were

interested

in people novers , and they thought this would be a good idea.

the chasis

of this

thing is very well engineered.

But

So CharLi.e Faust designed

---~---------~
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the hei ghn; even to materials.

the superstructure,

vinal floor,

stainless

rails,

So we have fiberglass

seats,

aluminum framing, ceramic coated aluminum ceiling

and roof, and the numbers'of people - - 60 people on each train

was just

And I'd like to say, or we did say, you couldn't

Everything worked

out.

So even today, we can carry 120 people around a five mile track for less

than a dollar

in electricity.

car, and they're
and the Park.
all

be so lucky.

right.

gonna last

a long time, and the driver

have the ride,

Then Westinghouse Airbrake folded on it,

And Rohr had just

finished

the Bay Transit

in the

and his supervision,

Of course, without the animals you couldn't

tied together.

over.

So all you've got is the depreciation

and Rohr took it

BART,and they got a kind of

a black eye up there and they shouldn't

have because the cars built

are really

But the problem up there with all

li ttle

beautiful,

they really

are.

techniques of keeping it all

problems and little

together,

units that would trip

had the problem here too.

and they had all

another unit and trip

So we had to train

rail

rail.

Cortan, a special
So, we couldn't

steel.

and we'd be in trouble,

bit,

tire

so they wanted us to buy
stops oxidation.

so they gave it to us, and they couldn't

Anyway, the thing went in and it's

a complete success,

low cost,

And we put in new brushes,

really.

Wehave a

fare taking care of parasite
infectious

they service

and lots of power -- 12 mile top speed.

The problem now is Oosterhuis'

serious

afford to

problem, you know, when it squeegies along the concrete a little

so you change a tire.

here and it's

so we

in, a cornmonsteel

Today, if we were to do it again, I don't see how you'd change it.
little

of wiring

another,

It gets a rosy red surface on it but it

afford it,

give us anything.

sorts

the

the brush that grows

And I rememberwhen we put the rails

would rust and flake,

by Rohr

people to take care of it and get

extra supplies of motors, and we had a brush problem
on the third

so it's

problem, the veterinarian,
problems and infectious

It's

them over
~ry

good.

how 1S he going to

disease.

And he has a

disease now that has wiped out some whole families

within
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certain
1S

species.

gone.

The Pere David's Deer, the Chinese Deer, our whole herd

The Banting heed is gone.

wiped out,

and it

I

S

and we have a virus

a herpes virus,

There are several
and it's

lab working on this,

really,

come up with anything that will protect

arrivals

several

zoo, we had a lot of things

Rhino"
m,

there

And we brought in 20, lost

S

from other

But we're getting
and they're

And then of course,

we

got a couple more, brought them

And they don't

a bull elephant,

there's

Zoo for a while getting

knocking the doors down.

I was the Director

So finally

or several

of the

rough stuff.

problem,

of the Columbia,South Carolina
big African bull

And they couldn't

contain him,

downthe whole building

man, and he brought this

and the story

dead keepers.

serious

he gave it up and he came here,

had a good animal man, a good elephant
and he put him in here,

foods instead

Wehave had no really

He was breaking

And

myself, because around the world,

them a new man, and we had this

[?].

going

have a disease problem.

a dead keeper,

came in from Germany with two cows.
there

And it's

So we've got to use real

up here,

away with murder here.

doing very well.

they had a killer

We got anything

zoos, and from our own

calves
had over 50
born there.

I never wanted a bull elephant

by truck,

African Antelope.

a couple,

roughage these animals are accustoned to.

elephant

here first?

a tendency for us to overfeed or feed too refined

wherever there's

the earliest

animals and we brought in the Square Lip or Southern White

guns, no problem at all.
I

antelope,

downtowncame up here.

And I guess now they've

great

And then

It' s verycsad.

we could in the United States

wanted some special

the herpes virus.

Which were the animals to arrive

CRS: Black Buck Antelope,
and everything

to see if they can

to ask you about the animals here at the Park

to the Park.

they're

malignant Kentaro [7] fever

full-time

against

we can bring back some of these animals.
SAC: I would like

called

other species,

and
and we

male out here

I'm told by the veterinarian
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they had sorre rather

large

cows, and one cow sighted

And they proceeded to stop him, you know, and he's
Wouldn't you?

Anyway, and now they've

know? [speaking to staff].

him and knocked him down.

behaved ever since

[laughture].

got the bull Asian, has he bred do you

Well, they'll

have a breeder.

SAC: I wanted to ask you also about the successes you have had here at the
Park in breeding.
CRS: We're tremendous.

Everything,

it just

is unbelieveable.

years ago, Romewas the host to the Intemational
they really
antelope

Not too many

Union of Zoo Directors,

fixed the place up and they brought in a number of species

in the RomeZoo.

and

of

And I remember walking around and I saw White Tailed

Gnu, and oh boy, how I would have done anything for a White Tailed Gnu. And
If anybody I d told ne in those

what have we got in the herd here now, 50?, 60?
days we'd have 60 here, you wouldn't believe
that

they now call

the Red Neck here,

them.

And then the DamaGazelle

I saw them in Catskill

Roland Nimerman [.7] had then, and he sold us some.
time I had ever seen them in my life

Absolutely

other than in a picture,

many other things we have here - - the Mhor Gazelle.
beautiful

animals.

And we have them here for the first

serious,

where we want to plant an area .to grass,

ideal

to contain

for the spread of parasites.

and when they consume it,
to kill

the soil,

they're

-- parasite

stop erosion

we have that are desert

problem at hone , but they've
have to be looked at.

treat

dwelling,

sure got it here.

larva

So you gotta

larva in the grass and then successfully

of the animals

I

S

true of
that

problems are very
real

tough deep-

And they're

But the elephant herds are great,

just

live

it's

in the grass

try to find soneth ing

the animals.

they don't

are

Now, if we can

-- but when you have grass,

And the parasitic
in trouble.

and it

time.

take care of their

rooted grasses

parasites

gorgeous, the first

There are several

feed them properly,
especially

GameFarm, and

And some

have a parasite
beautiful,

very good.

but they
And many
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of the things we have here now we never dreamed of; never thought we could
do it.
SAC: I would like
some specific
CRS:

to hear any anecdotes that you might have of some animals here,

animals.

Well, we did bring in the Grevy's Zebra, these are from northern

and they're

very aggressive,

not all

of them.

Kenya,

I think if you were planning

management-wise, you could get rid of the bad guys and keep the good guys.
they had all
East Africa.

the Grevy's in with the animals in East Africa,

by themselves.

And that was very serious.

Forest Buffalo,

Congo Buffalo,

but they had trouble

it's

the Grevy's and put them out

And right

a reddish

now they have ... there's

with the male, and he's

a Park or Zoo employee in the room.]
Congo Buffalo,

But they're

and here we've got five?

they had any calves?

a real problem.

they should ask everybody's

Three females?

And really,

advice.

is that

very unusual,

do you know? [again asking staff

then they had a baboon problem.

I think

right?

[asking

nobody has a

They're great.

member.]

Have

Not yet.

this happens

over, and here they were gonna put these Hebadrias Baboons in this

with a big moat, but many of us who've worked baboons inaudible.

yes, and most females.
great distances,

forget

But when you've got a full

and he runs and leaps.

Well,

when the committees get together

And it I S not unique here,

no way could you keep the baboons in there,

the

animal, much smaller than the Cape

they cut his horns off and put him back with the others,

all

in the area called

And these bad fellows stomp the newborn, the neonates as they call

them, in the compound. So they had to separate

Buffalo,

But

it.

unit
I said

And.ah , young baboons

grown male, he can leap

So, they had trouble

with escapes,

and

the only way you can get them back, you can drive them back and they t 11 jump
over the wall and go back in.
edges, or raise

the,

But you've got to fix it.

depress the moat, and then you can't

Hot-wire treat

the

have things on a level;
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you can't

have the place where they run and play on a level with the outside.

Youhave to tip this

one downand this one up so they can ',t make it.

A Gerenuk is a very tough animal to keep in captivity,

they're

fragile.

So they had baboon, male, jump out, and I don't think he attacked the Gerenuk
did he? [asking staff

member]he just

run into the fence, break their
a cal amaty , it really

And that's

scared the daylights

neck, or break their
is.

problem.

But things can be built

antelope.

you were with them when you

foolproof,

you know, escape -proof, no

of glass to avoid reflection.

the new Asian ... something-a-ruther,

the glass is tilted

So they did that in the Komododragon exhibit
out in the smlight,

and the glass is tilted

in at the Komodos,no problem at all.
and hercuhte

real heavy glasses,

is the stuff

some are plastic,

we all know, is an expert at escape.
what they call

wrong, so you walk in

it up tight,

no reflection.

downat the Zoo. And you're right
in such a direction

you look right

And then you have the matter of selection
to put in, but there are other glasses now,
that will contain them.

An

Orang-utan,

Wehad an Orang downtown- - you could take

a spanner wrench and pull a three quarter

a bolt and pull

But when the built

And if they tip if the other way, there's

and you see yourself.

there,

three.

But they gctrta bring in the people that know. Downat the Zoo, Charliile

Faust is an expert on tilting

of glass,

So they lost

A Gerenuk is such a delightful

Have'you ever been close to them? That's right,
took pictures.

legs.

out of him, and they

inch nut on a stud on

and the Orang, with tongue-in-cheek

just

sitting

he's got all day, he's got nothing to do, and he puts his long finger on

there and he just
the lid off.

puts pressure

That's happened.

on it all day, but about five
So now when they do that,

and burn the top of the nut so they can't
of wire, they'll

do the same thing.

bought and it tilting,

get out.

0'

clock he takes

then they take a torch

But if there's

a loose piece

WelLllin this new cage with the glass they

the Orangs came in and put a hole through it, and they
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still

haven't

people,

said "I'll

he'll

them in there was a question

were putting

~7 several

got the big male out there;

finish

it off.

And when they

about the moat containing

them.

Well

the fellow that was doing the welding down there,

including

bet you five bucks I can walk out of there."

And he did.

head keeper who should be in on the planning said they'll

go out.

he

And the

Of all people,

they brought somebody down from Los Angeles with some animals to see whether they
could escape.
right

here.

Well they don't have to go to Los Angeles, we've got the people
So, and when I say "they,"

I don't

know who "they" are.

But they

had a what, $250,000 change order to re-do the moats.
SAC;

I wanted to ask you - - the Park has been open now for eleven years.

what directions
you anticipate

do you see the Park evolving'in

buildings

the first

to give all

thing we need is an expansion on the

the additional

in a place to hang their

hatl,

clothes

So you have to build

which is wrong.

don't need a lot of trailers
permanent structures,
I don't

Some of these

girls

don't have a place to put their
Then you

out here for people to be in -- these should be

happen tomorrow.

the transportation

they get 12, 000 people riding
got enough parking,

employees we're bringing

to accommodate them.

and a part of administration

think this will

transportation;

they've

In what ways do

it will ... say 25 years ...

CRS: Well, be.lieve it or not,
administration

the future?

think.

together.

Then you've got to have additional

here on a busy day is absolutely

the trains,

r

and tie them all

that's

the end.

top.

r

think

You know if you use every comer and all
now

got good parking.

Then they've
can't

When

The parking,

the way down to the highway, up and back and along the edges, but right
they've

In

do that

until

got to consider a restaurant,
we get at least

a sitdown restaurant.

two million people here.

place to go broke -- you can't have a restaurant
you'd have coctails,

so you'd have coctails,

There's

busy two days a week.

dinners,

But you
a great
And

and a good outlook,

and

-

-----------------------------------------~
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we planned this

Whiskey Springs,

in the beginning,

was to have a restaurant

up on the peak of that hill.

up on the hill

above

And the view up there is a view

of the ocean, and you can see the county and look down on the Wild Animal Park,
the whole thing.

And it would be absolutely

Angels sornething-a-ruther,
the other goes up.
people,

anyway, it's

So we could do this

beautiful.

a cog on a cable,

And then like L.A.
one car goes down and

over here , have a pl.at form, discharge

and go up there both for the lookout and for a restaurant.

got to be assured you'll
END OF INTERVIEW

have the numbers to do it.

But you've

